Test Word Finding Discourse Twfd
single-word and conversational measures of word-finding ... - we test an assumption implicit in much of
the word- finding literature, namely, that lower accuracy scores and slower response times on single-word
tasks are associated stability of word retrieval and discourse measures in aphasia - test of word finding
in discourse (twfd; german, 1991) provides this information for children, but no data about the session-tosession stability of scores is available for aphasic adults. word finding for adults: deep assessment and
comprehensive ... - of the standard in word finding assessment: the test of word finding - second edition
(twf-2), the test of adolescent/adult word finding (tawf), and the test of word finding in discourse (twfd). mild
traumatic brain injury: effects on naming in word ... - [20] and the test of word finding in discourse
(twfd) [21], to evaluate the occurrence of word retrieval deficits in persons with mtbi as compared to noninjured controls. this pilot study was designed to test the hypothesis that the group with mtbi would
demonstrate significant difficulties with word retrieval in confrontational naming and in discourse as compared
to the non-injured controls ... effective strategies for word-finding intervention - the children with word
finding deficits can define the same number of words as typically developing children; however, they describe
perceptual features of objects rather than semantic categories (dockrell, messer, george, & ralli, 2003). nsw
speech pathology evidence based practice interest ... - discourse-based intervention is a possible way to
treat word finding difficulty (wfd) in children, though more evidence is required to make a conclusive decision.
critically appraised paper (cap) an analysis of discourse presented in transcripts of the ... - word
fluency test scores and the number of main concepts that the aphasic participants included when they retold
the cinderella story, indicating potential similarities between the thought processes that are involved during a
discourse task and a word fluency task. analysis of a storytelling discourse task from aphasic and neurotypical
speakers 4 introduction aphasia is a communication ... word retrieval treatments for aphasia: connected
speech ... - word retrieval treatments for aphasia: connected speech outcomes abstract: we examined
changes in connected speech in individuals with aphasia following errorless naming treatment and gestural
facilitation of naming administered in a single-participant crossover design. in addition to picture naming,
participants completed two connected speech tasks during baseline and after each training ... semantic
therapy to aims of our therapy studies improve ... - other tests • word finding in discourse no significant
difference between groups • naming speed no significant difference between groups pupils did not get better
at the category for which they assessment of preschool narrative skills - the story construction subtest of
the detroit test of learning aptitude (dtla-3; hammill, 1991) or the test of word finding in discourse (twf-d),
recently devel- the effectiveness of semantic therapy for word finding ... - of the test of adolescent
word finding (tawf), semantic fluency, and the test of word finding in discourse (twfd). in phase 2, the waiting
control group received the same therapy as the original group, who received therapy targeted at other
language areas. testing after phase 2 aimed to establish whether the waiting control group made similar
progress to the original therapy group and whether ... investigation of a new intervention for children
with word ... - the effect of therapy on connected speech (using the test of word finding in discourse) and in
relation to children’s, parents’ and other practitioners’ views (using a questionnaire). word retrieval its
impact on learning - single word and discourse levels. assessment of word knowledge since some students
have difficulty learning word meanings. informal assessment procedures including observations throughout the
day in school and at home. impact of word finding difficulty some children are aware that they come up with
wrong words; others are not. in either case, wfd interrupts the flow of conversations and can ... word-finding
in the conversational discourse of children ... - aphasiology, 1997, vol. 11, no. 9, 877-888 word-finding in
the conversational discourse of children with closed head injury faye jordan, kylie ward and modelling
confrontation naming and discourse performance ... - estimated the correlation between word finding
during discourse and performance on the test of adolescent and adult word finding (german, 1990). significant
associations between the two types of task emerged (r-values >0.70). however, even though the magnitude of
the relationships was substantial, there a significant portion of variance remained unexplained. several others
have investigated ...
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